PETITION TO THE FACULTY
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

DIRECTIONS: COMPLETE THE PETITION AND OBTAIN THE REQUIRED SIGNATURES AS INDICATED BELOW.

NAME (PRINT)_______________________________________________SU ID#______________________________
ADDRESS_________________________________________________TERM_________________________________
COLLEGE/SCHOOL_______________________________________DATE_________________________________

I WISH TO CHANGE MY MAJOR FROM ____________________________________________    ____________
(CURRENT MAJOR)                     (CODE)
TO___________________________________________________   ____________
(CURRENT MAJOR)    (CODE)
NEW ADVISOR:___________________________________________ (TO BE ASSIGNED BY NEW DEPARTMENT)

PROGRAM OF STUDY CODES

AEROSPACE ENGR (AE06BSAEE)  ELECTRICAL ENGR (EL06BSELE)
BIOENGINEERING (BI11BSBIE)  ENGINEERING PHYSICS (EN16BSENP)
CHEMICAL ENGR (CH06BSCEN)  ENVIRONMENTAL ENGR (EN61BSENV)
CIVIL ENGR (CI06BSCIE)      MECHANICAL ENGR (ME06BSMEE)
COMPUTER ENGR (CO29BSCSE)   SYSTEMS & INFO SCI (SY11BS)
COMPUTER SCIENCE (CO36BS)   UNDESIGNATED (EN06)

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: PEOPLESOFT
ADVISOR ( )
PLAN ( )

DO NOT WRITE ON OTHER SIDE, USE ANOTHER PETITION IF NECESSARY

DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON_________________________________________DATE________________________
COLLEGE RECORDER_____________________________________________DATE________________________
STUDENT________________________________________________________DATE________________________